Press Kit
"Thank you for your interest in BestLifeRewarded Innovations!
The purpose of this kit is to help you share our story.
For more information about working with us or general inquiries, please contact info@blrinnovations.com."
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Purpose and Culture
BestLifeRewarded Innovations (BLRI) was founded in 2010 by Susanne Cookson and Cynthia
Hastings-James. Since its founding, BLRI has been helping thousands of Canadian organizations
measurably transform employee well-being through a proven, customizable, and innovative platform. This
science-based system combines proven behaviour-change models to motivate members to embrace the
beneﬁts of healthy living. The BestLifeRewarded method employs multiple behaviour models together
with personalized health assessments to create a small-steps approach to wellness while maintaining user
engagement through built-in nudges and a customizable incentive structure.
BestLifeRewarded delivers wellness solutions to varying sizes of organizations with diverse budgets. With a
decade of experience in corporate wellness, BLRI is an established industry expert that is successfully
improving employee well-being through proven results.

Why BestLifeRewarded?
Proven Results

Customizable Platforms

Members Love It!

Improved
Productivity

Culture
of Health

Increased
Engagement

Supports

Services

77% of BLR

4 Million
individuals
and growing

12,000+
companies

members engage
every year
7x the industry
standard
*ACOEM
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Building businesses by strengthening people
BestLifeRewarded believes in building with science and engaging with emotion. To
achieve true engagement BLRI meets users where they’re at in their health journey by
considering their readiness for change and delivers a personalized action plan that gives
them the best conditions for success.

A Culture of Empowerment
BestLifeRewarded does not just satisfy clients’ needs but provides a platform to empower its clients. The
most valuable asset an organization has is their people, and it is critical to give them the tools for success.
With a focus on individual wellness and meeting people where they are at in their readiness for change,
BestLifeRewarded offers participants a personalized experience that provides the best conditions for
success. BLRI rewards effort, not just outcomes. Through this small-step approach, users feel engaged and
empowered to pursue their journey toward improved health.
This focus on empowerment is rooted in BLRI’s internal philosophies. Cookson and Hastings-James create
a culture of inclusion, encouragement, and motivation at BestLifeRewarded and this approach is extended
to all client and partner relationships.
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Meet the Team
BestLifeRewarded Innovations (BLRI) is proudly female founded. Co-founders Susanne Cookson
and Cynthia Hastings-James have successfully moved the dial by developing Canada’s leading
health-focused behavioural change platform. Cookson and Hastings-James have spoken on international
stages to share the science-based approach of BestLifeRewarded, which is globally recognized as the
gold-standard in wellness programming.

Susanne
Cookson

Cynthia
Hasting-James
Co-founder

Co-founder

Before founding BestLifeRewarded

With over 20 years in digital marketing and

Innovations a decade ago, Susanne was

healthcare, Cynthia brings a wealth of

known for her creativity and innovation.

knowledge and experience to BestLifeRewarded

She now has over 30 years of experience in
the healthcare sector with signiﬁcant
accomplishments along the way. She spent

Innovations. Her early experience in
personalized online banking, consumer
packaged goods and investor relations set the
stage for her transition to healthcare. She served

10 years in direct patient care in several

as a Director and Vice-President at several

hospitals, over 6 years in the non-proﬁt

healthcare-focused agencies including Leo

world working on programs, behaviour

Burnett and Discovery Canada. While there,

change research, and policy, and over 10

Cynthia led digital development for several

years of Canadian and international sales
and marketing experience in the
pharmaceutical industry. Her outstanding
performance was recognized in 2006 as she

pharmaceutical brands and global medical
education portals.
At mdBriefCase.com, she established a new
educational portal for pharmacists, called

was inducted into the Canadian Healthcare

rxBriefCase.com. During her time as President of

Marketing Hall of Fame.

rxBriefCase, Cynthia advanced it to the
dominant player in the Canadian market.
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A glimpse inside
Founded by Susanne Cookson and Cynthia Hastings-James in 2010, BestLifeRewarded
Innovations mission was to advance a “coordinated assault” to improve the health of
Canadians. Almost a decade later, BestLifeRewarded is not only achieving its mission in
Canada, but is also ready to service international organizations.

Our Story
Combined, partners Susanne Cookson and Cynthia Hastings-James have over 50 years’ experience in
healthcare spanning direct patient care, non-proﬁt, medical education, pharmaceutical marketing, advertising
and digital development. Recognizing that in-spite of all of the investments trying to improve people’s health,
nothing seemed to be moving the needle.
Experience told the founders that there had to be a better way to inspire Canadians to get healthier. They hired
PhD’s to review evidence and best practices in health behaviour change and explored retail loyalty programs
and the behaviour of consumers spending more to collect loyalty points of little tangible value. With this, they
mapped out the ﬁrst iteration of the BestLifeRewarded (BLR) platform.
After this extensive research they wanted to validate their concepts to achieving sustainable, positive health
behaviour change among modiﬁable lifestyle risk factors.
Since pharmaceutical companies had a vested interest in improving patient’s overall well-being, including
medication adherence (taking medications as prescribed), BLRI approached this health sector. With their
evidence-based concept and technology roadmap, they secured multi-million dollar contracts from several
pharmaceutical manufacturers. After navigating a highly complex regulatory environment, they launched the
ﬁrst-ever rewards-based patient health management program in 2011.
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Our Story Cont’d
In 2013-2014, BLRI secured four large employers in Canada, ranging from 10,000 to 100,000 employees, with
a goal to demonstrate their science-based approach would drive results for workplace wellness programs. They
redeveloped the platform (BLR 2.0) to include a new proprietary health risk assessment (HRA) involving
multiple behavioural models that inform the system to provide a personalized, small steps action plan based on
the member’s speciﬁc psychology and healthy lifestyle intervention needs. They brought the BLR 2.0 platform
to the Canadian workforce – the prime target audience to inspire sustainable health behaviour change.
Armed with pilot data and a proven model, BLRI approached insurers to help them improve the health of their
plan members. Unparalleled in the market BLR provided core platform elements that were standardized with
key components that could be unique to each client, — branding, content and tools, also known as a “white
labeled” system. This offering allowed its partners to feature BLR as a competitive advantage while measuring
real-time impact and results. In 2015, BLRI rolled out the “Change4Life” program for Green Shield Canada’s
plan members. Another “ﬁrst”, this program has been described as the gold standard in the market. In the same
year, BestLifeRewarded launched “Balance” for Alberta Blue Cross followed by the launch of “myWellness
Rewards” for Sun Life in 2018.
BLRI and partners now service over 12,000 Canadian businesses and over 4 million Canadians. BLR is the only
platform in the market that has demonstrated tangible ﬁnancial returns through results for measurably
improving the health of its members. Headquartered in Oakville, Ontario, BLRI continues to re-invest into the
technology platform to drive its market and global thought leadership. Celebrating 10 years in 2020,
BestLifeRewarded looks forward to continuing to move the needle to a healthier population in the next decade.
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Why Wellness?
The Cost of Being Unhealthy

$69.4 billion

20%

is spent annually in Canada on direct and

of Canadians experience disability due to

indirect costs for ﬁve unhealthy risk factors –

a psychological health problem or illness

physical inactivity, smoking, excess weight, use

in any given year.

of alcohol and low vegetable/fruit consumption.

51.6%

49%

of Canadian adults have a chronic disease.

of Canadian employees want more focus

14.8% have two or more chronic diseases

on health and wellness in the workplace.

concurrently.

500,000

$20.7 Billion

workers are absent from work each week due

is the annual cost of claims, absences and

to mental health issues.

lost productivity due to mental health
conditions among working-aged Canadians.

$16.6 Billion

72%

is the annual cost of lost productivity due to

of employees are affected by stress. It

mental health issues in the workplace.

also causes one in four workers to leave
their employer.

*See the source
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The ROI of Employee Wellness
The most valuable asset an organization has is their people. If those individuals are neglecting their
well-being everyone feels the impact. The employer faces lost revenue in the form of high absenteeism or
low presenteeism and the employee is affected by the repercussions of their own compromised health.
Conversely, when people are healthy and happy, everyone beneﬁts. BestLifeRewarded provides
organizations with the tools that are required to both empower their people and produce measurable results.

BestLifeRewarded, at a glance
BestLifeRewarded is a science-based health program aimed at improving you employees’ overall well-being.
Whether you are starting your wellness program from scratch, or you are already operating elements of a
wellness program, BestLifeRewarded serves as a wellness ‘hub’, creating a one-stop-shop to support every
organization’s wellness needs.
BestLifeRewarded works! Using our best practice implementation guide, you can expect to see significant
behaviour change.

Sustained Health Improvements over 24 Months

10%

Diet
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12%

6%

Physical
Activity

Financial
Well-being

7%
4%
Stress

Alcohol
Use
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Measurable Results
In November 2017, BestLifeRewarded Innovations launched Healthy-Economics.com, a tool to quantify the
economic burden of unhealthy lifestyles based on ﬁve modiﬁcable risk factors.

Smoking
Cessation

Fruit and
Vegetable Intake

Physical
Activity

Excess
Weight

Alcohol
Use

The Healthy-Economics tool demonstrates to employers the cost of doing nothing vs. potential savings
with small changes.

E.g. a 1% risk reduction for a company with 10,000 employees
would cost avoid over $1 million in just 3 years.
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Core
Features
Science-based model

Health Risk Assessment (HRA)

Proven platform that builds real engagement

Our leading comprehensive proprietary HRA

through science-based wellness with built-in

is accompanied by a personalized health

assessment models and robust measurement

action plan and dynamic scoring

Incentive-based reward system

Focus on modiﬁable risk factors

Members are awarded points for their

Users receive a personalized small-steps

ongoing engagement in the platform.

action plan to focus on modiﬁable risk factors,

BLR rewards effort, not just outcomes

with tips delivered based on their readiness
for change

Reporting

Data Security

Real time, interactive and downloadable

Physical environment hosting system with

analytics

annual privacy, trust and security review,

Robust strategic metrics including engagement,

independently audited by third party

risk factors, wearables, motivations and areas of

Ongoing technical support with prompt

opportunity

customer support turnaround

Aggregated individual behaviour change

Standard maintenance and data back-ups

results and condition risk levels with adjustable
timelines
Usage trends and clustering of risk areas
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Medication Reminders
Integration with drug database for up-to-date
medication information
Personalized medication reminders based
on required dosage frequency

Health Trackers
Health condition trackers
Incorporated personal goal setting
Detailed tracker charting and exportable data
Health reminder features

Activity-based Campaigns
Independent 30-day challenges
Personal goal setting and tracker paired
challenges for high-value adherence
Personal reminder features for engagement
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Content
Updated content monthly
Comprehensive education modules
(Learn & Earn)
Spotlight feature/newsletter
Weekly recipe

Branding and Customizations
Client-branded portal with logo and
colour scheme
Dedicated client welcome page
Customizable rewards store, based on
flexible budget
Programmable custom ads
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Quotes and Testimonials
A few words from the founders
“Our goal was to improve the well-being of Canadians and that is why we created the BestLifeRewarded
platform. We deliver a comprehensive wellness solution with sustainable results that has put us at the
forefront of health behaviour change innovation. Using a results-oriented approach, we have created an
evidence-based program that our members actually use and love.
Cynthia Hastings-James, Co-founder of BestLifeRewarded Innovations

“BestLifeRewarded (BLR) is a customizable platform that elevates organizational health and wellness
programming. BLR’s innovative system combines proven behaviour-change models to motivate members to
embrace the beneﬁts of healthy living.”
Susanne Cookson, co-founder of BestLifeRewarded Innovations

“We believe in building corporate wellness programming with science and engaging with emotion, allowing
each individual to ﬁnd their own path to wellness with personalized encouragement and rewards that lead to
long-term success."
Susanne Cookson, co-founder of BestLifeRewarded Innovations

“Our model focuses on the science behind behavior change and gives members the 'nudge' they need to
live a healthier life. We've recognized that a targeted and personalized approach is critical to driving
sustainable change “
Cynthia Hastings-James, co-founder of BestLifeRewarded Innovations

“Quickly adapting to market needs and gold standard evidence is fundamental to our business model. While
there are several new incentive-based programs in the market, there are major gaps in the approach.
Effective programs need to be well thought-out and integrated to drive sustainable change. We will
continue to demonstrate our global market leadership through our in-depth understanding of the gaps in
the system and continuous innovation to proactively address them."
Susanne Cookson, co-founder of BestLifeRewarded Innovations
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Client Testimonials

“When Green Shield Canada was looking to make a meaningful contribution to its plan members’ health
education and management, we were wary of simply repeating old approaches that had not dug into
research on how best to engage broad populations in such a journey. We were drawn to BestLifeRewarded’s
focus on evidence-based strategies and content, and its truly distinguishing element – rewards for
behaviour change, a strategy little-used in Canada. Our easy ability to drive our unique branding and GSC
content to the site has been paramount to what we view as a successful partnership. Our work with BLRi has
resulted in over 100,000 registrations to our site and a material contribution to our organization’s
industry-leading top-line growth.”
David Willows, Chief Innovation and Marketing Officer

“After an exhaustive search of the health and wellness landscape, we found that BestLifeRewarded
Innovations stood out from the rest. What really sold us was their evidence-based approach together with
their ability to customize the platform to meet our speciﬁc business needs. They are extremely responsive to
our needs and deliver what we ask for in every instance. We deﬁnitely think of them as a partner of Alberta
Blue Cross, where together we are making a difference in wellness for the people we serve.”
Mark Razzolini, Vice President

“The BLRI staff are exceptional at working collaboratively to ensure that their clients and its members speciﬁc
needs are captured on their platform. They seek out every opportunity to personalize and enhance the
user’s experience and guarantee that all content is relevant and beneﬁcial to the client’s overall goals. BLRI
has not only enhanced our health management program but widened its usability and ensure that our
members will meet their health and wellness goals.”
Glenn MacDonell, President & CEO
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Client Testimonials

“We did a comprehensive review of the market and chose BestLifeRewarded because of their scientiﬁc based
approach using multiple behavioural models. Our white-labeled version of the platform, myWellness
Rewards, motivates members to take small steps toward improving their physical, ﬁnancial and mental
well-being. We have seen strong participation and engagement among the members eligible to use
myWellness Rewards thanks to the science behind the platform that rewards participants for their effort, not
just outcomes. Through customization capabilities, robust content and technological innovation,
BestLifeRewarded serves as a strategic partner to Sun Life Canada that provides our members with the tools,
information, and incentives they need to proactively lead healthier lives. BestLifeRewarded continues to
enhance Sun Life Canada’s product offerings, support our analytics capabilities and differentiate Sun Life in
the market.”
Sun Life Team

“BestLifeRewarded Innovations has been a true pioneer in health behaviour change technology and I am
inspired by the work they have done to ensure the Canadian workforce is a happier and healthier. From an
economic perspective, their work is contributing to a more competitive labour force which will yield positive
results for Canada on a global scale. BLR has been an incredible strategic partner of The Economic Club of
Canada and I look forward to continuing to work along side them to promote the health and well-being of all
Canadians.”
Rhiannon Rosalind, President & CEO
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Member Testimonials

“BestLifeRewarded is my favourite online resource for information on healthy living and applications for
doing so! Not only do they make it fun and easy to learn and keep track of your progress, but they even
reward you for doing it! I am so thankful for this site!”
Jennifer

“I enjoy the many tips which show how little changes can make big differences. My involvement in this
program has reminded me of tools I may have forgotten or have not taken the time to implement. The
learning modules are informative and designed so that they are easy to complete with just a few minutes of
time taken from my workday. The Rewards Program encourages participation and I enjoy bidding on the
generous prizes available.”
Dale

The BestLifeRewarded program has helped me to become more aware of my daily eating habits. I never
realized that eating and living healthy affects not just how I feel now, but also my health in the future. Thank
you so much for letting me be a part of this fantastic program and for educating me to have the Best Life possible.
Deanna
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Involvement and Recognition
Speaking Engagements
•

Cayman Islands Healthcare 20/20 (2012)

•

Prevent India (2013)

•

World Hypertension Congress (2013)

•

World at Work Total Rewards (2014)

•

Beneﬁts Canada (2014)

•

Canadian Association for Population Therapeutics (2014)

•

Conference Board of Canada (2015)

•

Healthy Minds Canada (2016)

•

Chronic Disease Prevention Alliance of Canada (2016)

•

Canadian India Health Summit (2017)

•

First World Non-Communicable Disease (NCD) Congress (2017)

•

Financial Consumer Agency of Canada’s Fin Lit Conference (2017)

•

Economic Club of Canada Panel Discussion – Taking Aim at the Costs of 5 Modiﬁable Risk
Factors (2018)

•

Healthy Canada Conference, Conference Board of Canada (2018)

•

Behavioural Economics in Action at Rotman (BEAR) Conference (2018)

•

Excellence Canada’s Board of Governors Session (2018)

•

Canadian Life and Health Insurance Association (2018)

•

Economic Club of Canada – The Promise of Health Tech: Will We Rise to the Occasion? (2019)

•

Canadian Pension & Beneﬁts Institute (CPBI) (2019)

•

The Honourable Mary NG, Minister of Small Business of Canada Event (2019)

•

Economic Club of Canada – Female Founders and Funders (2019)

•

Canadian Pension & Beneﬁts Institute (CPBI) National Webinar (2020)

•

TechTO Health Virtual (2020)

•

Excellence Canada Webinar - Workplace Wellness, It's Not Just Checking a Box (2020)

•

Burlington Chamber of Commerce – Mental Health & Wellness Virtual Seminar (2020)
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Involvement and Recognition Cont’d
Awards
•

2018 Mid-Sized Business of the Year Award presented by the Oakville Awards for
Business Excellence

•

Women’s Entrepreneurship Fund 2019 presented by the Federal Government of Canada

•

2020 Readers' Choice Award in the Top Wellness Programs category

•

Finalist for the 2020 HRD Readers' Choice Award for Best Service Provider

Features
•

“HR Innovation and Employee Wellness, Industry and Business Article” MacLean’s
Magazine / Media Planet

•

“BestLifeRewarded Innovations Receives the maximum level grant of $100,000 from
Women Entrepreneurship Fund” BetaKit

Strategic Partnerships and Memberships
•

Economic Club of Canada

•

Excellence Canada

•

Global Wellness Institute

•

Canadian Council of Innovators (CCI)

•

Oakville Chamber of Commerce

•

Burlington Chamber of Commerce

•

Canadian Federation of Independent Business
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Media Contact
Susanne Cookson,
Co-founder BestLifeRewarded Innovations
susanne@bestliferewarded.com
1-905-336-1000 ex 103

Corporate Site
https://www.bestliferewarded.com/

Platform Site
https://app.bestliferewarded.com/#/

Mailing Address
2525 Old Bronte Road – Suite 300
Oakville, Ontario

@BestLifeRewarded

L6M 4J2

Phone Number

BestLifeRewarded Innovations Inc.

1-800-481-2190

@bestliferewardedinnovations

Member/Technical Support

@BLRewarded

info@bestliferwarded.com

Sales Inquiries Email
info@blrinnovations.com
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#BestLife
#BLRI
#HealthInnovation
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